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POWER PRISMS (x15)

Power Prisms are built with regular Lego pieces. They are 3 pieces wide 
by 2 pieces tall, and have a thin piece to hold the prisms together on the 
top and bottom. 



SCALE
The scale is built with Lego Technic pieces that are found in the EV3 sets. Here are the 
quantities of the pieces used:

● Scale Sides 
○ 8 square beams per scale side 
○ 6 XL beams per scale side 
○ Four, 5X2 L pieces per scale side 

● Center Structure
○ 16 square beams 
○ Four 11-long beams 
○ 2 H-beams 
○ 2 XL beams 
○ Shafts + connectors 
○ Yellow shaft collars 
○ Green rubber bands 
○ Four 3-long beams on center structure 
○ Black rivets with knobs

● Black rivets



SCALE - SIDES (x2)
The scale sides are built with 2 square beams on each side. The square beams are 
attached together with black rivets on the sides, and the 90-degree joints are created with 
L-pieces. The base of the sides are created with 6 XL beams running the length of the 
structure. 



SCALE - CENTER STRUCTURE
The front faces of the scale center structure are built with 6, square pieces attached 
together with black rivets. The front and back faces are identical. 



SCALE - CENTER STRUCTURE
The sides of the center structures are built with 2 square beams with 2, 3-long beams in 
between. The longer blue rivets are used to connect the 3-long beams to the squares. Both 
sides are identical. 



SCALE - CENTER STRUCTURE
The center of the scale is built with 2 H-beams with 2, 11-long beams in between. Beneath 
this structure, 2 XL beams connect the scale sides to this center structure so the scale tips 
side to side. 3 pieces of shaft with connectors are put through the centers of the H-beams. 
11-long beams are connected to the front and back faces to connect this center structure 
to the front and back faces. Yellow shaft collars are used to hold the shaft in place. 



SCALE - CENTER STRUCTURE
Green rubber bands are used to spring load the scale sides. Black rivets with knobs are 
placed on the far side of the front face square beams, and on the 4th XL beam on the 
scale side base. A rubber band is attached to both knobs on each side.



SWITCH

The switch is built with Lego Technic pieces that are found in the EV3 sets. Here are the quantities of 
the main pieces:

● Switch Sides (same build as scale)
○ 8 square beams per scale side 
○ 6 XL beams per scale side 
○ Four, 5X2 L pieces per scale side 

● Center Structure & Fence
○ 26 square beams 
○ 2 11-long beams 
○ 2 9-long beams
○ 8 7-long beams
○ 2 H-beams 
○ 2 XL beams 
○ Shafts + connectors 
○ Yellow shaft collars 
○ Red rubber bands 
○ Eight 3-long beams on center structure 
○ Four 3-long connector pieces
○ Black rivets with knobs

● Black  & blue rivets



SWITCH - SIDES (x2)
The switch sides are identical to the scale sides. Repeat instructions found earlier in this 
manual!



SWITCH - CENTER STRUCTURE

The center structure of the switch is identical to the scale center structure. The rubber 
band set-up for spring loading the sides is also the same as the scale. 



SWITCH - FENCE
The front and back of the switch fence is built with 9 square-beams and four, 7-long 
beams as shown below. 



SWITCH - FENCE
The sides of the switch fence are built with 2, square beams with 3-long beams and 
connector pieces in between. 



SWITCH - BOTTOM
The bottom of the switch is built with 4, square-beams and 3-long beams in between. The 
square beams connect to the fence sides. 



EXCHANGE
The scale is built with Lego Technic pieces that are found in the EV3 sets. Here are the 
quantities of the pieces used:

● 2 H-beams 
● 8 XL beams (15-long)
● Two, 7-long beams 
● Six, 5-long beams
● Two, 5X2 L-pieces
● Shafts + connector pieces
● Black rivets
● Blue rivets



EXCHANGE - SIDES (2) 
The sides of the exchange are built 
with a H-beam. A 5-long beam is 
attached to the top of the H on the 
front and back with blue rivets. An 
L-beam is connected to the far side of 
the H. This allows the H to connect to 
the base. The base is made of 2 XL 
beams with 5-long beams connected 
to the inside of the outside XL beam 
on the front and back. A shaft with 
connector pieces is put through the 
front of the base. 



EXCHANGE - CENTER STRUCTURE 
The two sides of the exchange are connected to the top of the H-beams with XL beams 
and 7-long beams as shown below. 



RAMP
The ramp-bot is modified mission model from Hydrodynamics. You will need the following 
pieces:

● 4, Hydrodynamics green pipe ramps
○ Alternative: solar panel ramp from Animal Allies

● 3 black curve pieces 
● Two, 13-long beams 
● Eight, 7-long beams
● Black rivets
● Blue rivets



RAMP
Take the 4 Hydrodynamics 
ramps and remove the feet from 
the first piece. Attach the ramp 
without feet to a ramp with feet. 
This creates the inclined part of 
the ramp. Take the other 2 
ramps and attach those 
together. You will need to 
remove the shaft pieces on the 
ends of the ramps and replace 
with 7-long beams. 



RAMP
Connect the two ramp pieces on 
the sides with 13-long beams as 
shown. 



RAMP
Attach black curved pieces to 
the end of the ramp as shown.  



ALLIANCE-BOTS
Here are some examples of alliance bots we built for FLL PowerUp. The bots range in size 
(small-XL) to meet the different scoring criteria. For your game, you can make the 
examples we provided, or design your own. We encourage teams to make Lego models of 
your FRC PowerUp robots!

Small Alliance Bot Medium Alliance Bot

Large Alliance Bot XL Alliance Bot



FIELD MAT
An old FLL field can be used for the playing mat. Flip the field over and use the blank side 
for FLL PowerUp. You can decorate your field with stickers, paint, poster board cut-outs, or 
just keep it blank! FLL PowerUp does not need to be played on a fancy field. 



FIELD SETUP
Here is a diagram showing where the mission models are located on the field. Dual-lock 
should be used to attach the models to the field. 

The locations of the models don’t need to be precise. Just place them in the general 
locations shown, and make sure to mark them. Black electrical tape can be used to mark 
out base (~1.5 ft x 1.5 ft) and the exchange zone. 

Exchange Scale

Switch

Ramp

Base: Power 
Prisms & Alliance 
Bots



EXCHANGE ZONE



BASE
All power prisms (15 total) and alliance-bots start in base. 



BUYING PARTS

You may need to purchase extra parts to build your mission models. We provided links on the 
next page where you can buy the main components. 



Part Link

Square 
Beams

https://www.ebay.com/itm/292487851488?ViewItem=&item=292487851488

H-Beams https://www.ebay.com/itm/x6-Lego-Beam-H-FRAMES-technic-mindstorms-robot-nxt-ev3-liftarm-chassis-truck-/2534898857
50?hash=item3b052cb236 

XL Beams https://www.ebay.com/itm/10-Lego-XL-Beams-LBG-technic-mindstorms-robot-nxt-liftarm-studless-brick-ev3-/29248467402
2?hash=item441971f1e6 

Multi-length 
beam pack

https://www.ebay.com/itm/Lego-BEAM-Kit-x32-technic-brick-mindstorms-robot-nxt-chassis-car-ev3-liftarm/273108422956?r
t=nc&_trkparms=aid%3D222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D47300%26meid%3Dd675072ab1314affa98ee
c875f897d3e%26pid%3D100005%26rk%3D3%26rkt%3D6%26sd%3D292484674022%26itm%3D273108422956&_trksid=p204
7675.c100005.m1851 

L-Beams https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-Technic-20-x-L-Shaped-Beams-2x4-Liftarms-DBG-New-EV3/292462215395?hash=item441
81b40e3:g:sVAAAOSwWLBZ81~H 

Black rivets https://www.ebay.com/itm/500-Lego-PIN-with-Friction-Ridges-Kit-technic-nxt-ev3-connector-beam-frame-car/27308676744
2?_trkparms=aid%3D222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D47300%26meid%3D77ae8c53d928444382e66b0
7981490b7%26pid%3D100005%26rk%3D2%26rkt%3D6%26sd%3D292474776294%26itm%3D273086767442&_trksid=p2047
675.c100005.m1851 

Blue rivets https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-NEW-Technic-300-pcs-BLUE-PIN-LONG-Connector-Part-Piece-6558-Mindstorms-NXT/2323
13557416?epid=913661589&hash=item3616f791a8:g:OecAAOSwrklU5WS1 

Lego rubber 
bands

https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-Technic-30-pcs-RUBBER-BAND-Round-belt-Red-Yellow-Blue-White-Green-education/33219
5063925?epid=809905154&hash=item4d585e6875:g:EJoAAOSwx2dYFkx7 

Shaft collars https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-Technic-NEW-100-pcs-RED-YELLOW-BUSH-Bushing-1-2-Axle-Connector-Part-3713/232460
626247?epid=860511852&hash=item361fbba947:g:PxYAAOSwgQ9VqsMF 

https://www.ebay.com/itm/292487851488?ViewItem=&item=292487851488
https://www.ebay.com/itm/x6-Lego-Beam-H-FRAMES-technic-mindstorms-robot-nxt-ev3-liftarm-chassis-truck-/253489885750?hash=item3b052cb236
https://www.ebay.com/itm/x6-Lego-Beam-H-FRAMES-technic-mindstorms-robot-nxt-ev3-liftarm-chassis-truck-/253489885750?hash=item3b052cb236
https://www.ebay.com/itm/10-Lego-XL-Beams-LBG-technic-mindstorms-robot-nxt-liftarm-studless-brick-ev3-/292484674022?hash=item441971f1e6
https://www.ebay.com/itm/10-Lego-XL-Beams-LBG-technic-mindstorms-robot-nxt-liftarm-studless-brick-ev3-/292484674022?hash=item441971f1e6
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Lego-BEAM-Kit-x32-technic-brick-mindstorms-robot-nxt-chassis-car-ev3-liftarm/273108422956?rt=nc&_trkparms=aid%3D222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D47300%26meid%3Dd675072ab1314affa98eec875f897d3e%26pid%3D100005%26rk%3D3%26rkt%3D6%26sd%3D292484674022%26itm%3D273108422956&_trksid=p2047675.c100005.m1851
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Lego-BEAM-Kit-x32-technic-brick-mindstorms-robot-nxt-chassis-car-ev3-liftarm/273108422956?rt=nc&_trkparms=aid%3D222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D47300%26meid%3Dd675072ab1314affa98eec875f897d3e%26pid%3D100005%26rk%3D3%26rkt%3D6%26sd%3D292484674022%26itm%3D273108422956&_trksid=p2047675.c100005.m1851
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Lego-BEAM-Kit-x32-technic-brick-mindstorms-robot-nxt-chassis-car-ev3-liftarm/273108422956?rt=nc&_trkparms=aid%3D222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D47300%26meid%3Dd675072ab1314affa98eec875f897d3e%26pid%3D100005%26rk%3D3%26rkt%3D6%26sd%3D292484674022%26itm%3D273108422956&_trksid=p2047675.c100005.m1851
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Lego-BEAM-Kit-x32-technic-brick-mindstorms-robot-nxt-chassis-car-ev3-liftarm/273108422956?rt=nc&_trkparms=aid%3D222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D47300%26meid%3Dd675072ab1314affa98eec875f897d3e%26pid%3D100005%26rk%3D3%26rkt%3D6%26sd%3D292484674022%26itm%3D273108422956&_trksid=p2047675.c100005.m1851
https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-Technic-20-x-L-Shaped-Beams-2x4-Liftarms-DBG-New-EV3/292462215395?hash=item44181b40e3:g:sVAAAOSwWLBZ81~H
https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-Technic-20-x-L-Shaped-Beams-2x4-Liftarms-DBG-New-EV3/292462215395?hash=item44181b40e3:g:sVAAAOSwWLBZ81~H
https://www.ebay.com/itm/500-Lego-PIN-with-Friction-Ridges-Kit-technic-nxt-ev3-connector-beam-frame-car/273086767442?_trkparms=aid%3D222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D47300%26meid%3D77ae8c53d928444382e66b07981490b7%26pid%3D100005%26rk%3D2%26rkt%3D6%26sd%3D292474776294%26itm%3D273086767442&_trksid=p2047675.c100005.m1851
https://www.ebay.com/itm/500-Lego-PIN-with-Friction-Ridges-Kit-technic-nxt-ev3-connector-beam-frame-car/273086767442?_trkparms=aid%3D222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D47300%26meid%3D77ae8c53d928444382e66b07981490b7%26pid%3D100005%26rk%3D2%26rkt%3D6%26sd%3D292474776294%26itm%3D273086767442&_trksid=p2047675.c100005.m1851
https://www.ebay.com/itm/500-Lego-PIN-with-Friction-Ridges-Kit-technic-nxt-ev3-connector-beam-frame-car/273086767442?_trkparms=aid%3D222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D47300%26meid%3D77ae8c53d928444382e66b07981490b7%26pid%3D100005%26rk%3D2%26rkt%3D6%26sd%3D292474776294%26itm%3D273086767442&_trksid=p2047675.c100005.m1851
https://www.ebay.com/itm/500-Lego-PIN-with-Friction-Ridges-Kit-technic-nxt-ev3-connector-beam-frame-car/273086767442?_trkparms=aid%3D222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D47300%26meid%3D77ae8c53d928444382e66b07981490b7%26pid%3D100005%26rk%3D2%26rkt%3D6%26sd%3D292474776294%26itm%3D273086767442&_trksid=p2047675.c100005.m1851
https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-NEW-Technic-300-pcs-BLUE-PIN-LONG-Connector-Part-Piece-6558-Mindstorms-NXT/232313557416?epid=913661589&hash=item3616f791a8:g:OecAAOSwrklU5WS1
https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-NEW-Technic-300-pcs-BLUE-PIN-LONG-Connector-Part-Piece-6558-Mindstorms-NXT/232313557416?epid=913661589&hash=item3616f791a8:g:OecAAOSwrklU5WS1
https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-Technic-30-pcs-RUBBER-BAND-Round-belt-Red-Yellow-Blue-White-Green-education/332195063925?epid=809905154&hash=item4d585e6875:g:EJoAAOSwx2dYFkx7
https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-Technic-30-pcs-RUBBER-BAND-Round-belt-Red-Yellow-Blue-White-Green-education/332195063925?epid=809905154&hash=item4d585e6875:g:EJoAAOSwx2dYFkx7
https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-Technic-NEW-100-pcs-RED-YELLOW-BUSH-Bushing-1-2-Axle-Connector-Part-3713/232460626247?epid=860511852&hash=item361fbba947:g:PxYAAOSwgQ9VqsMF
https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-Technic-NEW-100-pcs-RED-YELLOW-BUSH-Bushing-1-2-Axle-Connector-Part-3713/232460626247?epid=860511852&hash=item361fbba947:g:PxYAAOSwgQ9VqsMF


NEED MORE INFORMATION?

Looking for more information on the game or have a question? Feel free 
to email info@littletonrobotics.org and a member of FRC 6328 will get 
back to you. 

Feel free to share pictures of your students’ FLL PowerUP robots with FRC 
6328 on social media!

● Instagram: frc6328
● Twitter: @frc6328
● Facebook: FIRST Team 6328 - Mechanical Advantage

Enjoy playing FLL PowerUP this summer! 

mailto:info@littletonrobotics.org

